


Welcome to Latico Leathers and our 2021 Corporate Gift Catalog

We are focused on providing the Corporate Gift Market with a diverse selection of 
functional, attractive, and well-made bags and accessories with high perceived value.
For over 35 years we’ve designed, produced, decorated, and delivered wonderful leather 
goods for men, women, and mixed groups of all ages. Let us know if we don’t have what 
you’re looking for - we’ll make it for you at the required price point. Also, we can make it in 
your preferred color thanks to our PMS/Pantone matching capability.

We know you have lots of options for bags & accessories. We also believe that there’s no
substitute for the look, feel, smell, and durability of a handcrafted leather bag. Our buttery
soft designs won’t be put in a closet and forgotten - they will be used and treasured by
their owners for many, many years. Indeed, our beautiful and classy designs will never
go out of style.

We would love the opportunity to earn your business, and we appreciate your support.
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LATICO LEATHERS BRAG LIST 

  
A) Entertainment & Arts 
  
          *  Golden Globes -- gift bag for award nominees 
          *  James Bond/ No Time to Die – cast + crew gift 
          *  Celine Dion -- gift bag for buyers of VIP Tickets to her Las Vegas concerts    
          *  Skywalker Ranch – client gift from George Lucas 
          *  Netflix, Spotify, Universal Studios, MTV, Warner Bros – employee gift 
          *  Hard Rock Cafe -- High Roller gift 
          *  Ghost the Musical and The Addams Family Broadway plays -- opening night   
             gift for cast, director, producer, etc      
          *  Eric Clapton/Steve Winwood tour and Britney Spears tour -- gift for road crew   
          *  Pepsi Center -- suite holder gift 
     
B) Sports  
      
          *  NBA Finals  -- Commissioner's VIP gift   
          *  NBA All-Star Game -- gift for players and coaches  
          *  ESPY Awards -- gift bag for award nominees  
          *  Fiesta Bowl / College Football Championship -- gift for all players & coaches        
          *  New York Rangers -- season ticket holder gift  
          *  ACC Men's & Women's Basketball Tournament -- gift for players & coaches on all teams 
          *  ESPN & ESPN Desportes -- numerous projects for multiple departments   
          *  NY Knicks, San Antonio Spurs, Portland Trailblazers -- player & coaches gift  
          *  Longhorn Network -- network launch gift for employees         
          *  Minnesota Vikings, University of Wisconsin -- gift for football coaching staff 
          *  Fox Sports, SEC ESPN Network -- holiday gift for employees  
          * Tufts University Lacrosse team – gift for winning Division 3 Championship  
          * Kansas City Royals – gift for winning American League pennant   
          * NHL 100 year anniversary – gift for team owners 
 
C) Financial 
  
          *  A prestigious selection of companies including: American Express, Blackrock, RBC,  
              Capital One Bank, Raymond James, Prudential, Indiana Farm Bureau Insurance,  
             Deloitte, Liberty Mutual, Cantor Fitzgerald, Mountainview Capital, USC Business School 
             PNC Bank, Nationwide Insurance, Merrill Lynch, Mutual of Omaha, NetApp 
  
D) Consumer Goods / Auto / Technology / Healthcare / Other 
  
          *  Again, numerous prominent companies including Lexus, Google, BMW, Coca-Cola, Patron Tequila, 
              Heineken, GE, Jet Blue, Adobe Systems, Mary Kay, Honda, Southwest Airlines, Planet Fitness, Budweiser,  

Michelob, Stella Artois, Dodge RAM, Cisco, Bayada, Loews Hotels, Yamaha, Novant Health, Pfizer 
Beechcraft, Mumm Napa, Chivas, Glenmorangie, New Balance, Jack Daniels 

  
 E) Also Noteworthy 
  
          *  Guggenheim Museum, Pittsburgh Opera -- gift for top-tier donors   
          *  American Cancer Society -- award for top-tier fundraisers 
          *  Gift of Life – donor thank you gift     
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0340 - Carmel Weekender
13”h x 10”d x 20”l

  black with cafe trim 
cafe with black trim

WEEKENDERS & DUFFELS

(See page 19 for descriptions)

10 100 500+    3C 
182 174 166 

0360 - Las Vegas Weekender
12”h x 9”d x 21”l

black, natural & cafe 
10 100 500+    3C 
200 192 184 

0950 - Denver Duffel
14”h x 7”d x 19”l

black, natural, & cafe
10 100 500+    3C 
190 182 174 

0370 - Tour Bag (LG)
10.5”h x 9.25”d x 22”l
  black, natural & cafe
10 100 500+    3C 
200 192 184 



WEEKENDERS & DUFFELS
(See page 19 for descriptions)

4

0355 - Cabin Duffel
12”h x 9”d x 21”l

black, natural, & cafe
10 100 500+    3C 
182 174 166 

0380 - Deluxe Travel Bag
10.5”h x 10”d x 22”l

black, natural, & cafe
10 100 500+    3C 
234 224 214 

0345 - Berkeley Bag
10.5”h x 9.5”d x 20”l
black, natural, & cafe
10 100 500+    3C 
208 200 192 

0375 - Convention Bag
11.5”h x 10”d x 22.5”l
black, natural & cafe
10 100 500+    3C 
210 202 194 



WEEKENDERS & DUFFELS
(See page 19 for descriptions)

4
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7750 - Washington Weekender
12”h x 8.5”d x 21”l

black, natural & cafe 
10 100 500+    3C 
202 194 186 

WEEKENDERS & DUFFELS
(See page 19 for descriptions)

0350 - Carriage Bag
14”h x 8”d x 21”l

black, natural & cafe 
10 100 500+    3C 
182 174 166 

7735 - Corolla Carry-On
12”h x 5.5”d x 17”l

  black, natural & cafe
10 100 500+    3C 
202 194 186 

10 100 500+    3C 
205 197 189 

1504 - Charleston Duffel
10”h x 8”d x 18”l

black, brown, cognac
10 100 500+    3C 
232 222 212 

0365 - Prime Time Duffel
12”h x 9”d x 21”l

black, natural & cafe 

NEW



MESSENGER BAGS &
SHOULDER BAGS

0573 - North/South Convertible
 Laptop Shoulder Bag/Backpack

15”h x 3.5”d x 11.5”l
black, natural & cafe

6

(See page 20 for 
descriptions)

10 100 500+    3C 
149 142 135 

2413 - Yellowstone Messenger Bag
12”h x 3.5”d x 16”l

black & cafe
10 100 500+    3C 
132 126 120 

0888 - Adventurer Messenger Bag
13”h x 4”d x 14”l

black, natural & cafe
10 100 500+    3C 
145 139 133 

MESSENGER BAGS & 
SHOULDER BAGS

1502 - Spring Street Messenger Bag
11”h x 2.5”d x 15”l

Black, Brown, Cognac

7(See page 20 for descriptions)

10 100 500+    3C 
198 190 182 

0865 - Yosemite Messenger Bag (MD)
11”h x 3.5”d x 13”l

0866 - Yosemite Messenger Bag (LG)
13”h x 4”d x 15”l

black, natural & cafe (both sizes)
10 100 500+    3C 

0865 131 126 121 
0866 149 142 135 

NEW

0850 - Acadia Messenger Bag
12.5”h x 4”d x 15”l

black, natural & cafe
10 100 500+    3C 
166 158 150 
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WOMEN’S TOTES, SHOULDER BAGS 
& WALLETS

8

0239 - The Urban Tote
11”h x 3”d x 15”l

black, natural & cafe

0230 - Suburban Tote (LG)
15”h x 7”d x 17”l (base), 23”l (top)

black, natural & cafe

0229 - Suburban Tote (MD)
13”h x 5”d x 13”l (base), 17”l (top)

black, natural & cafe

0240 Festival Tote
12”h x 5.5”d x 15.5”l
black, natural, cafe

10 100 500+    3C 
96 92 88 

10 100 500+    3C 
120 115 110 

10 100 500+    3C 
 126 121 116 
    

10 100 500+    3C 
 148 141 134 
    

(See pages 20 & 21 for descriptions)

10 100 500+    3C 
99  95  91  

3625 - Cali Tote
12”h x 4.5”d x 16”l

black, bluestone, grey, 
pink, poppy, sand

WOMEN’S TOTES, SHOULDER BAGS 
& WALLETS

9

(See pages 20 & 21 for descriptions)

10 100 500+    3C 
73  70  67  

10 100 500+    3C 
65  62  59  

10 100 500+    3C 
75  72  69  

2623 - Margie Tote
14.5”h x 4.5”d x 12”l

black, charcoal, grey, 
mocha, tan, yellow

10 100 500+    3C 
99  95  91  

5111 Miller Crossbody
9”h x .5”d x 6.75”l

black, cognac, tan, grey

3104 Cort Wallet
4.5”h x 1”d x 7”l

black, honey, cognac

10 100 500+    3C 
32  31  30  

4655 Eloise Wallet
4”h x .5”d x 7.25”l

black, bluestone, grey, 
pink, poppy, sand

4623 Amelia Tote
14.5”h x 4.5”d x 12”l

black, dark sapphire, 
metallic brown, 

rosé, copper10 100 500+    3C 
115 110 106 

4626 Greta Tote
16”h x 8.5”d x 22”l
black, gold, silver

10 100 500+    3C 
165 157 149 

3152 - Marcus Crossbody
7.5”h x 2”d x 10”l

black, brown, cognac, 
honey, grey, tan

3109 Sunny Crossbody
6”h x 2”d x 8.5”l

charcoal, cognac, honey, 
grey, tan, olive

10 100 500+    3C 
82  79  76  
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BACKPACKS

0100 - Explorer Laptop Backpack
16”h x 4”d x 12”l

  black, natural & cafe

12

(See page 21 for descriptions)

1503 - Barcelona Backpack
15”h x 4”d x 13”l

black, brown, cognac

1500 - Austin Sling
11.5”h x 2.5”d x 7.5”l

black, brown

10 100 500+    3C 
165 157 149 

10 100 500+    3C 
165 157 149 

10 100 500+    3C 
  115 110 105 

    

10 100 500+    3C 
 215 205 195 
    

3157 - Sheldon Backpack
16.5”h x 4”d x 12”l

black, brown, cognac
NEW

NEW

10 100 500+    3C 
165 157 149 

3183 - Baxter Backpack
13.5”h x 4.5”d x 11”l

black, cognac, charcoal, olive

NEW

13

(See page 22 for descriptions)

0810 - Uptown Travel Kit
6”h x 6”d x 11”l

black, natural & cafe

0202 - West Side Travel Kit
6”h x 3”d x 9”l

black, natural & cafe

0209 - Downtown Travel Kit
 5”h x 4”d x 9.5”l

black, natural & cafe

TRAVEL & DESK ACCESSORIES

5841 -Luggage Tag
2.75”h x 5”l

black, natural & cafe

10 100 500+    3C 
57 55 52 

10 100 500+    3C 
33 31.5 30 

10 100 500+    3C 
33 31.5 30 

10 100 500+    3C 
8 7.5 7 

0811 - South Side Travel Kit 
5.5”h x 7”d x 10.5”l

black, natural & cafe

2676 - Cosmetic Case
4.5”h x 4”d x 8”l

black, pink, red, cafe, 
and other colors by request

10 100 500+    3C 
65 62 59 

150 300 500+    3C 
35 33.5 32 

0815 - Hanging Travel Kit
7.5”h closed 15”h open x 3”d x 8.5”l

black, natural & cafe
10 100 500+    3C 
75 72 69 
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TRAVEL & DESK ACCESSORIES

7543 - Desk Memo Holder
7”h x 1.5”d x 5”l
black & walnut

14

7544 - Desk Box (MD)
8”h x 2.5”d x 6”l
black & walnut

7545 - Desk Box (LG)
5.5”h x 2.5”d x 12.5”l

black & walnut

(See page 22 for descriptions)

10 100 500+    3C 
49 47 45 

10 100 500+    3C 
79 76 73  

10 100 500+    3C 
49 47 45 

0820 - Tech Travel Kit (MD)
5.5”h x 2”d x 9”l

0821 - Tech Travel Kit (LG)
9”h x 2”d x 9”l

black, mahogany, saddle

0825 - Tech and Accessory Roll
8”h x 18.75”l (open)

black, mahogany, saddle
10 100 500+    3C 
40 38 36  

10 100 500+    3C 
0820 75  72  69  
0821 92  88  84  

7546 - Framed Paperweight
(shown in black)

4”h x 1”d x 3”l
7547 - Soft Paperweight

(shown in red)
4”h x .5”d x 3”l

black, cafe & red (both designs)
10 100 500+    3C 

7546 18 17 16 
7547 18 17 16 

PORTFOLIOS & TRAVEL WALLETS

15

0528- Zippered Portfolio
10.5”h x 1”d x 16”l

  black, natural & cafe

0286 - Travel Wallet/
Passport Case

9”h x .5”d x 4.5”l
black 

*can be custom ordered in 
cafe (min qty. 100)

0186 - Travel Wallet/
Passport Case
9.5”h x 1”d x 5”l

black 

0520 - Executive Portfolio
11.50H x 1D x 14.50L

  black & cafe

(See page 23 for descriptions)

10 100 500+    3C 
125 120 115 

10 100 500+    3C 
108 104 100 

10 100 500+    3C 
40 38 36 10 100 500+    3C 

39 37 35 

0236 - Adhesive Credit Card Wallet (Two slot)
0237 - Adhesive Credit Card Wallet (One slot)

Both sold in 12pc pre-packs with 2 units per color
gold, black, beige, cobra, pebble burgundy, & pink

3.75”h x 2.5”l
10 100 500+    3C 
149 142 135 
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BUSINESS, LAPTOP & TABLET CASES

16

(See page 23 for descriptions)

2410 -  Tablet Case
8.25”h x 1”d x 10”l

black, burgundy, & cafe

0981 - Wall Street Laptop Brief
13”h x 7”d x 16”l

black, natural & cafe
10 100 500+    3C 
75  72  69  

10 100 500+    3C 
189 181 173 

10 100 500+    3C 
113 108 103 

2415 -  Zippered Tablet/Laptop Case
9.5”h x 1”d x 13.5”l

black & cafe

0956 - Grammercy Park Laptop Brief
12”h x 6”d x 16”l

black, natural & cafe
10 100 500+    3C 

 182 174 166 
    

BUSINESS, LAPTOP & TABLET CASES

17

1501 - Georgetown Brief
11”h x 3”d x 14.5”l

black, brown, cognac

0121 - Soho Laptop Brief
13”h x 4”d x 17”l

  black, natural & cafe

0250 - New Orleans Laptop Brief 
11.5”h x 3”d x 15”l

black, natural & cafe

(See page 23 for descriptions)

10 100 500+    3C 
 198 190 182 
    

10 100 500+    3C 
137 131 125 

10 100 500+    3C 
148 142 136 

NEW
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WEEKENDERS & DUFFELS (pg. 3 - 5)
All have a �lat, �irm bottom with protective metal feet. All have a fully lined interior. 
All have an adjustable, detachable shoulder strap.
0950 Denver Duffel
 Easy entry to generous main compartment with zippered pocket. Exterior zip pocket provides quick, secure 
 access to phone, cords, charger, etc. Accent patches on all bottom corners adds visual interest.
0345 Berkeley Bag
 U-shaped zippered opening to spacious main compartment. 4 exterior pockets including end pocket with 
 sleeve for storing shoes or laundry separate from clothes.  Convenient side handle for loading/unloading 
 to/from car.
0380 Deluxe Travel Bag
 Deluxe carry-on features 6 exterior zippered pockets for organized packing; large U-shaped opening to 
 main compartment; convenient side handle for loading/unloading to/from car.
0355 Cabin Duffel
 Elegant weekender features large main compartment with deluxe organizer; extended top zipper for easy 
 entry to main compartment; contrast stitching adds visual appeal; convenient open pockets in front and
 in back.
0350 Carriage Bag
 Classic design with tapered sides and top zip entry; top corners tuck down and snap closed; open front
 pocket; double handles with Velcro closure.
0360 Las Vegas Weekender
 Expanded version of 0966 includes large front zippered compartment with 2 dividers for �iles and
 documents; interior zip pocket; open pocket in back.
0370 Tour Bag
 U-Shaped opening to zippered main compartment; 2 large zippered end pockets
7735 Corolla Carry-On
 The perfect solution for organized packing – this Carry-On boasts 4 large exterior pockets with snap-down 
 �laps, 2 slot pockets behind the front pockets, and 2 hidden full-length zippered pockets (one in front and 
 one in back).  And there’s also a large main compartment with 2 zip pockets.
0375 Convention Bag
 Large main compartment with top zip entry; second full length zippered compartment for additional
 storage; zippered end pocket with sleeve for storing shoes or laundry separate from clothes; decorative 
 leather trim on both sides adds visual appeal.
0365 Prime Time Duffel
 Expanded version of 0966 includes 2 large front pockets with double snap closure under the pocket �laps; 
 zippered and padded exterior phone pocket; open pocket in back.
0340 Carmel Weekender
 Classic Duffel shape, updated with contrast stitching and with complementary trim color for base and
 handles. Generous main compartment with zip pocket, and extra wide, rounded double handles.
7750 Washington Weekender
 Bold but tasteful accent lines make this re�ined Weekender stand out. The very roomy main compartment 
 with 2 mesh pockets and a zip pocket make this a very practical design as well.    
1504 Charleston Duffel
 Stunning travel bag has a spacious main compartment for larger items, and 3 exterior zip pockets for 
 smaller must-haves on your packing list. Also features a zippered end pocket for shoes or laundry. Has 2 top
 handles held together with comfortable double snap leather grip. *Note, this duffel has a �lat, �irm bottom
 but does not have metal feet*
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WEEKENDERS & DUFFELS (pg. 3 - 5)
All have a �lat, �irm bottom with protective metal feet. All have a fully lined interior. 
All have an adjustable, detachable shoulder strap.
0950 Denver Duffel
 Easy entry to generous main compartment with zippered pocket. Exterior zip pocket provides quick, secure 
 access to phone, cords, charger, etc. Accent patches on all bottom corners adds visual interest.
0345 Berkeley Bag
 U-shaped zippered opening to spacious main compartment. 4 exterior pockets including end pocket with 
 sleeve for storing shoes or laundry separate from clothes.  Convenient side handle for loading/unloading 
 to/from car.
0380 Deluxe Travel Bag
 Deluxe carry-on features 6 exterior zippered pockets for organized packing; large U-shaped opening to 
 main compartment; convenient side handle for loading/unloading to/from car.
0355 Cabin Duffel
 Elegant weekender features large main compartment with deluxe organizer; extended top zipper for easy 
 entry to main compartment; contrast stitching adds visual appeal; convenient open pockets in front and
 in back.
0350 Carriage Bag
 Classic design with tapered sides and top zip entry; top corners tuck down and snap closed; open front
 pocket; double handles with Velcro closure.
0360 Las Vegas Weekender
 Expanded version of 0966 includes large front zippered compartment with 2 dividers for �iles and
 documents; interior zip pocket; open pocket in back.
0370 Tour Bag
 U-Shaped opening to zippered main compartment; 2 large zippered end pockets
7735 Corolla Carry-On
 The perfect solution for organized packing – this Carry-On boasts 4 large exterior pockets with snap-down 
 �laps, 2 slot pockets behind the front pockets, and 2 hidden full-length zippered pockets (one in front and 
 one in back).  And there’s also a large main compartment with 2 zip pockets.
0375 Convention Bag
 Large main compartment with top zip entry; second full length zippered compartment for additional
 storage; zippered end pocket with sleeve for storing shoes or laundry separate from clothes; decorative 
 leather trim on both sides adds visual appeal.
0365 Prime Time Duffel
 Expanded version of 0966 includes 2 large front pockets with double snap closure under the pocket �laps; 
 zippered and padded exterior phone pocket; open pocket in back.
0340 Carmel Weekender
 Classic Duffel shape, updated with contrast stitching and with complementary trim color for base and
 handles. Generous main compartment with zip pocket, and extra wide, rounded double handles.
7750 Washington Weekender
 Bold but tasteful accent lines make this re�ined Weekender stand out. The very roomy main compartment 
 with 2 mesh pockets and a zip pocket make this a very practical design as well.    
1504 Charleston Duffel
 Stunning travel bag has a spacious main compartment for larger items, and 3 exterior zip pockets for 
 smaller must-haves on your packing list. Also features a zippered end pocket for shoes or laundry. Has 2 top
 handles held together with comfortable double snap leather grip. *Note, this duffel has a �lat, �irm bottom
 but does not have metal feet*
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MESSENGER BAGS & SHOULDER BAGS (pg. 6 - 7)
All have a fully lined interior and an adjustable shoulder strap (some straps are also detachable).
Many have a padded tablet/laptop section.
0865 (Md) / 0866 (Lg) Yosemite Laptop Messenger Bag
 Features 3 large interior compartments, plus padded tablet/laptop section; 2 open pockets and one 
 zip pocket under the �lap. Flap secures to body via magnetic snap closure.
0888 Adventurer Messenger Bag
 Single compartment messenger bag with easy access push lock closures under the front false buckles; 
 2 open pockets under the �lap; interior zip pocket; full length back pocket with snap closure
0573 North/South Convertible Laptop Bag
 Flexible strap allows bag to be carried as either a shoulder bag or backpack; 2 interior compartments; 
 padded tablet/laptop section; interior organizer; full length open pocket in back
0850 Acadia Laptop Messenger Bag
  Full-�lap Messenger has 3 interior compartments:  one large open compartment w/ Organizer, one 
 compartment w/ with top zipper for added security,  and a padded compartment with Velcro closure 
 to hold and protect tablet or laptop. Has a full-length zippered pocket and 2 large open pockets under
 the front �lap, plus a full-length exterior zippered pocket in back.  Front �lap secures to body via 
 magnetic snap closure.
1502 Spring Street Messenger Bag
 Classic full-�lap Messenger refreshed by 2 bold metal zip pockets on the �lap. Roomy main compartment 
 with top zipper for security. 2 large open pockets under the �lap, interior organizer, and hidden exterior zip
 pocket in back. Flap secures to body via magnetic snap closure.
2413 Yellowstone Laptop Messenger
 3 interior compartments including padded tablet/laptop section; �lap secures to body via magnetic snap 
 closure, full length open pocket in back.

WOMEN’S TOTES, SHOULDER BAGS, & WALLETS  (pg. 8-9)
0239 The Urban Tote
 One compartment tote with top zipper for security. Fully lined interior wtih Organizer and zip pocket.
 Contrast off-white stitching adds visual appeal. Skinny straps and �irm, �lat bottom with squared corners
3625 Cali Tote
 Double strap tote with top zip closure.  Large exterior front slot pocket and hidden slot pocket in back.  
 Fully lined interior with zip pocket and Organizer
0229 (MD) / 0230 (LG) Suburban Tote
      Top zip Tote w/ �lat straps, generous fully lined interior w/ zip pocket, large open front pocket, and 
 �lat, �irm bottom. Medium size has padded & zippered center compartment to hold and protect laptop or 
 tablet. Large size has 2 open mesh pockets, phone pocket, and detachable zippered pouch.  
0240 Festival Tote
 Shoulder Bag with top snap closure and rounded straps. Fully lined interior with organizer; 2 zip pockets, 
 phone pocket, and open pocket. Firm, �lat bottom with squared corners and 4 small rounded 
 protective metal feet.
2623 Margie Tote
 Double strap tote with hidden magnetic snap closure. Constructed with extra soft, lightweight leather. 
 Large front exterior slot pocket and interior zip pocket. Natural raw suede interior   
4623 Amelia Tote
 Classic, unstructured, lighweight tote. Exterior features open slit pockets in front and back. Interior includes
 hanging zip pocket and magnetic snap closure.
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WOMEN’S TOTES, SHOULDER BAGS, & WALLETS (continued) (pg. 8 - 9).

4626 Greta Tote
 Woven leather and canvas combination tote. Features canvas web straps with 7"center drop. Interior 
 features cinching belt can be clipped for narrow opening or unclipped for wider opening and magnetic snap 
 closure and hanging interior canvas zip pocket
3152 Marcus Crossbody
 Crossbody with secure, zippered access to 3 spacious interior compartments, zip pocket, 5 card slots, and 
 3 pen holders. Adjustable shoulder strap and full-length zip pocket in back. Front half-moon �lap secures to
 body via magnetic snap closure. Bonus use: tuck shoulder strap inside and use this bag as a clutch.
4655 Eloise Wallet
 Front full �lap secured by a magnetic snap closure. Interior organization with 1 zippered pocket, 2 open 
 compartments, and 8 credit card slots.
3109 Sunny Crossbody
 Cheerful herringbone pattern elevates and distinguishes this top-zip crossbody. 3 spacious interior 
 compartments: 2 open and 1 zippered, plus 2 open pockets, a zip pocket, and 3 card slots. 
 Shoulder strap is adjustable.
5111 Miller Crossbody
 Top zip crossbody/shoulder bag with thin shoulder strap that adjusts at the base to your preferred length. 
 Large, open slot pocket in front and another slot pocket in back with magnetic snap closure.
3104 Cort Wallet
 Three quarter length front �lap with attractive checkered stitching detail. Flap attached to body via double
 hidden magnetic snap closure, multiple interior pockets and card slots, plus interior snap closure for 
 extra security. Handy full-length exterior zip pocket in back.

BACKPACKS (pg. 12)
All have a fully lined interior; padded, adjustable shoulder straps; and a sturdy
hanging loop to hang the backpack when not in use.
1500 Austin Sling
 Lightweight, 2 compartment (both zippered for security) hands-free sling/backpack. Has 2 interior pockets
 (one zippered, and one open), and an adjustable shoulder strap.
1503 Barcelona Backpack
 Alluring backpack design combines aesthetics with performance. Large and deep main compartment with 
 padded section for laptop/tablet. Slide-thru closures under the false buckles secure the �lap to the body, 
 plus top zipper for additional security. 2 large open exterior pockets under the �lap, interior organizer and
 zip pocket.
0100 Explorer Laptop Backpack
 Terri�ic unisex design; zippered main compartment includes padded tablet/laptop section built into 
 back wall; 7 exterior zippered pockets
3183 Baxter Backpack
 Familiar backpack design with a twist: converts effortlessly to a shoulder bag/crossbody by adjusting the 
 strap in the back. Zippered main compartment includes a padded laptop/tablet section, 2 open slot pockets,
 a zip pocket, and 4 card slots. Large exterior zip pocket in front, and a second pocket with snap closure 
 hidden behind it.
3157 Sheldon Backpack
 Features spacious, gusseted main compartment with 3-sided zipper for quick access to contents.  2 interior 
 padded compartments plus interior zip pocket.  2 front exterior pockets – one zip closure,  one magnet 
 closure – for small essentials.  Top handle adds versatility.
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MESSENGER BAGS & SHOULDER BAGS (pg. 6 - 7)
All have a fully lined interior and an adjustable shoulder strap (some straps are also detachable).
Many have a padded tablet/laptop section.
0865 (Md) / 0866 (Lg) Yosemite Laptop Messenger Bag
 Features 3 large interior compartments, plus padded tablet/laptop section; 2 open pockets and one 
 zip pocket under the �lap. Flap secures to body via magnetic snap closure.
0888 Adventurer Messenger Bag
 Single compartment messenger bag with easy access push lock closures under the front false buckles; 
 2 open pockets under the �lap; interior zip pocket; full length back pocket with snap closure
0573 North/South Convertible Laptop Bag
 Flexible strap allows bag to be carried as either a shoulder bag or backpack; 2 interior compartments; 
 padded tablet/laptop section; interior organizer; full length open pocket in back
0850 Acadia Laptop Messenger Bag
  Full-�lap Messenger has 3 interior compartments:  one large open compartment w/ Organizer, one 
 compartment w/ with top zipper for added security,  and a padded compartment with Velcro closure 
 to hold and protect tablet or laptop. Has a full-length zippered pocket and 2 large open pockets under
 the front �lap, plus a full-length exterior zippered pocket in back.  Front �lap secures to body via 
 magnetic snap closure.
1502 Spring Street Messenger Bag
 Classic full-�lap Messenger refreshed by 2 bold metal zip pockets on the �lap. Roomy main compartment 
 with top zipper for security. 2 large open pockets under the �lap, interior organizer, and hidden exterior zip
 pocket in back. Flap secures to body via magnetic snap closure.
2413 Yellowstone Laptop Messenger
 3 interior compartments including padded tablet/laptop section; �lap secures to body via magnetic snap 
 closure, full length open pocket in back.

WOMEN’S TOTES, SHOULDER BAGS, & WALLETS  (pg. 8-9)
0239 The Urban Tote
 One compartment tote with top zipper for security. Fully lined interior wtih Organizer and zip pocket.
 Contrast off-white stitching adds visual appeal. Skinny straps and �irm, �lat bottom with squared corners
3625 Cali Tote
 Double strap tote with top zip closure.  Large exterior front slot pocket and hidden slot pocket in back.  
 Fully lined interior with zip pocket and Organizer
0229 (MD) / 0230 (LG) Suburban Tote
      Top zip Tote w/ �lat straps, generous fully lined interior w/ zip pocket, large open front pocket, and 
 �lat, �irm bottom. Medium size has padded & zippered center compartment to hold and protect laptop or 
 tablet. Large size has 2 open mesh pockets, phone pocket, and detachable zippered pouch.  
0240 Festival Tote
 Shoulder Bag with top snap closure and rounded straps. Fully lined interior with organizer; 2 zip pockets, 
 phone pocket, and open pocket. Firm, �lat bottom with squared corners and 4 small rounded 
 protective metal feet.
2623 Margie Tote
 Double strap tote with hidden magnetic snap closure. Constructed with extra soft, lightweight leather. 
 Large front exterior slot pocket and interior zip pocket. Natural raw suede interior   
4623 Amelia Tote
 Classic, unstructured, lighweight tote. Exterior features open slit pockets in front and back. Interior includes
 hanging zip pocket and magnetic snap closure.
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WOMEN’S TOTES, SHOULDER BAGS, & WALLETS (continued) (pg. 8 - 9).

4626 Greta Tote
 Woven leather and canvas combination tote. Features canvas web straps with 7"center drop. Interior 
 features cinching belt can be clipped for narrow opening or unclipped for wider opening and magnetic snap 
 closure and hanging interior canvas zip pocket
3152 Marcus Crossbody
 Crossbody with secure, zippered access to 3 spacious interior compartments, zip pocket, 5 card slots, and 
 3 pen holders. Adjustable shoulder strap and full-length zip pocket in back. Front half-moon �lap secures to
 body via magnetic snap closure. Bonus use: tuck shoulder strap inside and use this bag as a clutch.
4655 Eloise Wallet
 Front full �lap secured by a magnetic snap closure. Interior organization with 1 zippered pocket, 2 open 
 compartments, and 8 credit card slots.
3109 Sunny Crossbody
 Cheerful herringbone pattern elevates and distinguishes this top-zip crossbody. 3 spacious interior 
 compartments: 2 open and 1 zippered, plus 2 open pockets, a zip pocket, and 3 card slots. 
 Shoulder strap is adjustable.
5111 Miller Crossbody
 Top zip crossbody/shoulder bag with thin shoulder strap that adjusts at the base to your preferred length. 
 Large, open slot pocket in front and another slot pocket in back with magnetic snap closure.
3104 Cort Wallet
 Three quarter length front �lap with attractive checkered stitching detail. Flap attached to body via double
 hidden magnetic snap closure, multiple interior pockets and card slots, plus interior snap closure for 
 extra security. Handy full-length exterior zip pocket in back.

BACKPACKS (pg. 12)
All have a fully lined interior; padded, adjustable shoulder straps; and a sturdy
hanging loop to hang the backpack when not in use.
1500 Austin Sling
 Lightweight, 2 compartment (both zippered for security) hands-free sling/backpack. Has 2 interior pockets
 (one zippered, and one open), and an adjustable shoulder strap.
1503 Barcelona Backpack
 Alluring backpack design combines aesthetics with performance. Large and deep main compartment with 
 padded section for laptop/tablet. Slide-thru closures under the false buckles secure the �lap to the body, 
 plus top zipper for additional security. 2 large open exterior pockets under the �lap, interior organizer and
 zip pocket.
0100 Explorer Laptop Backpack
 Terri�ic unisex design; zippered main compartment includes padded tablet/laptop section built into 
 back wall; 7 exterior zippered pockets
3183 Baxter Backpack
 Familiar backpack design with a twist: converts effortlessly to a shoulder bag/crossbody by adjusting the 
 strap in the back. Zippered main compartment includes a padded laptop/tablet section, 2 open slot pockets,
 a zip pocket, and 4 card slots. Large exterior zip pocket in front, and a second pocket with snap closure 
 hidden behind it.
3157 Sheldon Backpack
 Features spacious, gusseted main compartment with 3-sided zipper for quick access to contents.  2 interior 
 padded compartments plus interior zip pocket.  2 front exterior pockets – one zip closure,  one magnet 
 closure – for small essentials.  Top handle adds versatility.
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TRAVEL & DESK ACCESSORIES (pg. 13-14)

0810 Uptown Travel Kit
 Extra wide top zip entry; internal metal frame maintains form and structure; zippered bottom section
 with removable mesh pocket and elastic tie-down straps; exterior zip pocket
0811 South Side Travel Kit
 Convenient U-shaped opening to main compartment; zippered bottom section with elastic straps to 
 secure personal items; exterior zip pocket; quick-grab side handle
0202 West Side Travel Kit
 3-sided zipper provides quick, easy access to all interior items. Decorative sewn-on strip adds visual interest
5841 Luggage Tag
 Luggage tag has privacy �lap with secure snap closure; adjustable buckle
0209 Downtown Travel Kit
 Zippered center compartment, exterior zippered side pocket, quick gran side handle.
2676  Cosmetic Case
 Stay organized at home and when you’re on the move!  Fully lined interior with zip pocket.  Extra wide top 
 zip entry with sturdy interior metal frame.  Flat bottom provides stability. Available with matching 
 (tone-on-tone) or contrast (off-white) stitching  
0815 Hanging Travel Kit
 Hanging travel kit provides full view and easy access to all contents. Pentiful storage via 3 zip pockets and 
 one large open section. Exterior zip pocket in back, plus convenient top handle
7546 Framed Paperweight
 Paperweight secures papers and documents; rigid construction on top, bottom, and sides; felt lined bottom
7547 Soft Paperweight
 Paperweight secures papers and documents; soft, �lexible, rectangular shape; double stitched along edges
0820 (MD) / 0821 (LG) Tech Travel Kit
 Store and transport your tech accessories safely and securely with these Tech Travel Kits.  Multiple straps 
 and pockets for cords, adapters, earbuds, �lash drives, chargers, batteries, etc.  Also ideal for headphones, 
 sunglasses, and watch.  Padded and has 3 sided zipper for secure closure.   
0825 Tech and Accessory Roll
 Here’s a convenient and secure way to gather all your every-day gear in  one spot.  Has multiple slots for 
 cords, pens & markers, stylus, brushes, glasses, etc., plus a spacious multi-purpose zippered pouch for other 
 essential items.  Strong exterior leather tie holds everything in place.
7543 Desk Memo Holder
 Convenient access to 4 x 6 unlined note sheets (50 sheets included); felt lined interior and bottom; 
 attractive and functional desk accessory
7544 (Md) / 7545 (Lg) Desk Box
 Terri�ic organizational tool that’s also a beautiful accent piece for desk at work or at home. Both sizes have 
 felt lined interior and bottom. Medium size has one large compartment, while the Large size has 4 separate 
 compartments
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BUSINESS, LAPTOP, AND TABLET CASES (pg. 16 - 17)
All briefs have a padded laptop/tablet compartment and an adjustable, detachable shoulder strap.
0981 Wall Street Laptop Brief
 4 interior compartments; zip-out �ile organizer section; interior organizer; full length zippered pocket in
 back; magnetic snap closures under the front false buckles
0250 New Orleans Brief
 Top zip Brief has one generous, easy access compartment with organizer. Exterior zip pocket for quick access 
 to small essentials. 2 comfortable top handles
0956 Grammercy Park Laptop Brief
 5 interior compartments, including zippered center section; front bottom tabs are adjustable to
 control depth; full length zip pocket in back; 2 magnetic snap closures secure �lap to body
0121 Soho Laptop Brief
 Gusseted and padded main compartment unzips on three sides for easy access; large gusseted front 
 zip pocket with organizer, also unzips on 3 sides for easy access.
2410 Tablet Case
 Attractive, user-friendly case with interior padding to hold and protect Tablet. Interior center divider creates
 2 compartments. Has 4 exterior pockets -- 2 zip closure, 2 magnetic closure, -- to quickly reach phone,
 wallet, and other small essentials. Adjustable & detachable shoulder strap.
2415 Zippered Tablet/Laptop Case
 Slim, lightweight case is ideal for transporting tablet or laptop safely and securely. Extended top zipper for 
 quick, easy access, plus innovative interior bubble padding.
1501 Georgetown Laptop Brief
 Trim and tasteful Brief with extended top zipper for easy viewing and access to the spacious main 
 compartment. 3 convenient zippered pockets in front with bold and smooth metal zippers. 2 interior pockets
 and an organizer, a zippered pocket and a trolley strap in back, and comfortable rounded handles.

PORTFOLIOS & TRAVEL WALLETS (pg. 15)
0520 Executive Portfolio
 Elegant under-arm portfolio with stylish push-lock closure. 3 interior compartments to organize
 documents and �iles, and padding to protect a laptop or tablet. Interior zip pocket and Organizer.
0528 Deluxe Zippered Portfolio
 Elegant and practical deluxe zippered portfolio; unzips on 3 sides to lay �lat on desk or other work surface; 
 multiple interior compartments; exterior zip pocket; lined pad included
0186 Zippered Travel Wallet
 Zip around travel wallet/passport holder; boarding pass slot in back; numerous interior card slots and
 pockets; see-thru window for ID display
0286 Bi-Fold Travel Wallet
 Slim travel wallet/passport holder; full length interior pockets for passport, currency, & other documents; 
 slot for boarding pass in back; see-thru window for ID display
0236/0237 Adhesive Credit Card Wallet
 Leave your bulky wallet at home and carry just your essentials. Strong adhesive stick-on pocket attaches
 securely to phone or case. Comfortably holds up to 4 cards; ID, credit card, subway card, license etc.
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TRAVEL & DESK ACCESSORIES (pg. 13-14)

0810 Uptown Travel Kit
 Extra wide top zip entry; internal metal frame maintains form and structure; zippered bottom section
 with removable mesh pocket and elastic tie-down straps; exterior zip pocket
0811 South Side Travel Kit
 Convenient U-shaped opening to main compartment; zippered bottom section with elastic straps to 
 secure personal items; exterior zip pocket; quick-grab side handle
0202 West Side Travel Kit
 3-sided zipper provides quick, easy access to all interior items. Decorative sewn-on strip adds visual interest
5841 Luggage Tag
 Luggage tag has privacy �lap with secure snap closure; adjustable buckle
0209 Downtown Travel Kit
 Zippered center compartment, exterior zippered side pocket, quick gran side handle.
2676  Cosmetic Case
 Stay organized at home and when you’re on the move!  Fully lined interior with zip pocket.  Extra wide top 
 zip entry with sturdy interior metal frame.  Flat bottom provides stability. Available with matching 
 (tone-on-tone) or contrast (off-white) stitching  
0815 Hanging Travel Kit
 Hanging travel kit provides full view and easy access to all contents. Pentiful storage via 3 zip pockets and 
 one large open section. Exterior zip pocket in back, plus convenient top handle
7546 Framed Paperweight
 Paperweight secures papers and documents; rigid construction on top, bottom, and sides; felt lined bottom
7547 Soft Paperweight
 Paperweight secures papers and documents; soft, �lexible, rectangular shape; double stitched along edges
0820 (MD) / 0821 (LG) Tech Travel Kit
 Store and transport your tech accessories safely and securely with these Tech Travel Kits.  Multiple straps 
 and pockets for cords, adapters, earbuds, �lash drives, chargers, batteries, etc.  Also ideal for headphones, 
 sunglasses, and watch.  Padded and has 3 sided zipper for secure closure.   
0825 Tech and Accessory Roll
 Here’s a convenient and secure way to gather all your every-day gear in  one spot.  Has multiple slots for 
 cords, pens & markers, stylus, brushes, glasses, etc., plus a spacious multi-purpose zippered pouch for other 
 essential items.  Strong exterior leather tie holds everything in place.
7543 Desk Memo Holder
 Convenient access to 4 x 6 unlined note sheets (50 sheets included); felt lined interior and bottom; 
 attractive and functional desk accessory
7544 (Md) / 7545 (Lg) Desk Box
 Terri�ic organizational tool that’s also a beautiful accent piece for desk at work or at home. Both sizes have 
 felt lined interior and bottom. Medium size has one large compartment, while the Large size has 4 separate 
 compartments
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BUSINESS, LAPTOP, AND TABLET CASES (pg. 16 - 17)
All briefs have a padded laptop/tablet compartment and an adjustable, detachable shoulder strap.
0981 Wall Street Laptop Brief
 4 interior compartments; zip-out �ile organizer section; interior organizer; full length zippered pocket in
 back; magnetic snap closures under the front false buckles
0250 New Orleans Brief
 Top zip Brief has one generous, easy access compartment with organizer. Exterior zip pocket for quick access 
 to small essentials. 2 comfortable top handles
0956 Grammercy Park Laptop Brief
 5 interior compartments, including zippered center section; front bottom tabs are adjustable to
 control depth; full length zip pocket in back; 2 magnetic snap closures secure �lap to body
0121 Soho Laptop Brief
 Gusseted and padded main compartment unzips on three sides for easy access; large gusseted front 
 zip pocket with organizer, also unzips on 3 sides for easy access.
2410 Tablet Case
 Attractive, user-friendly case with interior padding to hold and protect Tablet. Interior center divider creates
 2 compartments. Has 4 exterior pockets -- 2 zip closure, 2 magnetic closure, -- to quickly reach phone,
 wallet, and other small essentials. Adjustable & detachable shoulder strap.
2415 Zippered Tablet/Laptop Case
 Slim, lightweight case is ideal for transporting tablet or laptop safely and securely. Extended top zipper for 
 quick, easy access, plus innovative interior bubble padding.
1501 Georgetown Laptop Brief
 Trim and tasteful Brief with extended top zipper for easy viewing and access to the spacious main 
 compartment. 3 convenient zippered pockets in front with bold and smooth metal zippers. 2 interior pockets
 and an organizer, a zippered pocket and a trolley strap in back, and comfortable rounded handles.

PORTFOLIOS & TRAVEL WALLETS (pg. 15)
0520 Executive Portfolio
 Elegant under-arm portfolio with stylish push-lock closure. 3 interior compartments to organize
 documents and �iles, and padding to protect a laptop or tablet. Interior zip pocket and Organizer.
0528 Deluxe Zippered Portfolio
 Elegant and practical deluxe zippered portfolio; unzips on 3 sides to lay �lat on desk or other work surface; 
 multiple interior compartments; exterior zip pocket; lined pad included
0186 Zippered Travel Wallet
 Zip around travel wallet/passport holder; boarding pass slot in back; numerous interior card slots and
 pockets; see-thru window for ID display
0286 Bi-Fold Travel Wallet
 Slim travel wallet/passport holder; full length interior pockets for passport, currency, & other documents; 
 slot for boarding pass in back; see-thru window for ID display
0236/0237 Adhesive Credit Card Wallet
 Leave your bulky wallet at home and carry just your essentials. Strong adhesive stick-on pocket attaches
 securely to phone or case. Comfortably holds up to 4 cards; ID, credit card, subway card, license etc.



GENERAL INFORMATION

New Product Introductions / Product and Color Availability
We’re constantly adding new designs to our product line. Please visit our website, www.latico.com, to see what’s 
new and exciting. Some colors and some designs will be discontinued during the year, especially as we change 
seasons. This is particularly true for the Fashion Forward line of Latico products.

Order Acceptance
Our minimum order is $400 (A) and our minimum for decorating is 10 units. Orders must be in writing, 
and should clearly indicate the required in-hands date. All orders must be accepted by Latico Leathers. 
Customer acknowledges that a written purchase order is a �irm and binding legal contract. Order 
changes must be in writing, must be con�irmed by us, and may result in a change to the delivery date and/or 
additional charges. Orders cannot be cancelled without written con�irmation from us.

Artwork
Please provide black and white camera-ready, digital artwork (EPS, PDF, or Hi-Res JPG). There may be a fee for 
artwork that requires clean up, touch up, or resizing.

Decorating Options
All designs in this catalog are priced without decoration. For an embossed/debossed logo there is a 10 unit 
minimum. The die and set-up charge is $190 (A) and the run charge is $6/unit (A) for small leather goods like 
travel wallets and travel kits. Larger items, including weekenders, messenger bags, laptop briefs, backpacks, and 
shoulder bags are $8/unit (A). There is a $60 (A) set-up charge when re-using an existing die.
Please note we use a local professional Decorator and shipping charges from our warehouse to the Decorator 
will be added to your invoice.

We recommend a virtual proof showing the recommended size &  location for the debossed logo - 
the cost is $30 (A). For personalization, there is a $40 (A) set-up charge plus $15 (A) for 2 or 3 initials. No additional 
charge for gold or silver foil. Please provide type-written initials. Sorry, full names cannot be accommodated.

Embroidery is also a decorating option for certain designs. The cost depends on the size of the logo and the stitch
count.

Other popular decoration options include a debossed leather hang tag attached to the body with leather string or 
metal chain, a sewn-in interior debossed leather patch, an enlarged and debossed leather pull-tab, and brass or 
pewter medallions that have a sticky underside that adheres to the leather. We will also incorporate into any 
design customer-provided linings, cloth labels, and/or hang tags.

Production Time
Standard production time is 4 to 7 working days for in-stock merchandise, based on our receipt of a written 
purchase order and acceptable artwork. We will accommodate rush orders whenever possible. Production time 
is 6 to 8 weeks for factory orders.

Prices
All prices in this catalog are effective January 1, 2021 and are FOB Denville, NJ. All prices are for blank goods.
 Prices are subject to change without notice due to currency �luctuations, changes in material costs and/or other
 factors and events. All price quotes are guaranteed for 30 days.

Shipping
Orders are shipped FOB Denville, NJ via UPS Ground unless an alternative method is requested and con�irmed 
in advance. Customer must provide account number for expedited UPS shipments and for all shipments via
Fed Ex, Airborne, and other couriers. We are not responsible for order delivery delays.
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GENERAL INFORMATION (continued)

Samples
Blank samples are usually shipped same day or next day and are invoiced at EQP. These samples can be returned 
for credit within 30 days, as long as they are in re-sellable condition. Freight charges for samples are the 
responsibility of the customer. New customers must provide credit card information with sample requests.

Packaging
Most small leather goods are packed in a 2 piece white gift box. All other designs are packaged in individual 
poly-bags. We can provide gift boxes for travel bags, briefs, shoulder bags and other designs for an additional fee.

Custom Projects and Designs
Our specialty! We have a long track record of successful custom projects covering a broad spectrum of designs 
in a variety of product categories, and covering a wide range of materials and colors. Development charges, 
minimums and lead-time vary by project – our design team is always ready to assist you.

Returns/Repairs/Claims
Blank samples can be returned for credit for up to 30 days, please mark box ATTN: Returns Dept. Outgoing 
and incoming freight charges are the responsibility of the customer. Decorated items cannot be returned.

Disclaimer
Latico Leathers is not responsible for product availability delays due to material shortages, US Customs 
inspections, Acts of God, and other events beyond our control.

Leather Guide
Leather bags and accessories from Latico Leathers are crafted with top grain cowhide using the best available
hides. Our leather goods have a distinct, rich appearance and are wonderfully soft, like your favorite leather
jacket, sofa, or shoes. Slight color variations and imperfections such as wrinkles, scars, and scratches are
characteristic features of genuine top grain leather and con�irm its authenticity. We suggest a leather conditioner
every few months to preserve the unique character and softness of our leather goods.

Color Guide
Most of our Classic Corporate Gifts are available in Black,
Natural (tan), and Café (chocolate). Please note shades of Natural
and Café will vary, and we cannot guarantee the exact same shade in
every bag. Black and Café designs feature matte silver hardware,
while Natural designs have brass hardware.

Designs from our Fashion Forward Collections are usually offered in
Black and/or Brown along with a wonderful variety of colors or
color combinations. Color availability varies by Collection and by
design, so please con�irm color availability before placing an order.

In addition, any design we offer can be made in a custom color,
including Pantone/PMS matching. Lead-time varies, so please call us
for details.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

New Product Introductions / Product and Color Availability
We’re constantly adding new designs to our product line. Please visit our website, www.latico.com, to see what’s 
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Our minimum order is $400 (A) and our minimum for decorating is 10 units. Orders must be in writing, 
and should clearly indicate the required in-hands date. All orders must be accepted by Latico Leathers. 
Customer acknowledges that a written purchase order is a �irm and binding legal contract. Order 
changes must be in writing, must be con�irmed by us, and may result in a change to the delivery date and/or 
additional charges. Orders cannot be cancelled without written con�irmation from us.

Artwork
Please provide black and white camera-ready, digital artwork (EPS, PDF, or Hi-Res JPG). There may be a fee for 
artwork that requires clean up, touch up, or resizing.

Decorating Options
All designs in this catalog are priced without decoration. For an embossed/debossed logo there is a 10 unit 
minimum. The die and set-up charge is $190 (A) and the run charge is $6/unit (A) for small leather goods like 
travel wallets and travel kits. Larger items, including weekenders, messenger bags, laptop briefs, backpacks, and 
shoulder bags are $8/unit (A). There is a $60 (A) set-up charge when re-using an existing die.
Please note we use a local professional Decorator and shipping charges from our warehouse to the Decorator 
will be added to your invoice.

We recommend a virtual proof showing the recommended size &  location for the debossed logo - 
the cost is $30 (A). For personalization, there is a $40 (A) set-up charge plus $15 (A) for 2 or 3 initials. No additional 
charge for gold or silver foil. Please provide type-written initials. Sorry, full names cannot be accommodated.

Embroidery is also a decorating option for certain designs. The cost depends on the size of the logo and the stitch
count.

Other popular decoration options include a debossed leather hang tag attached to the body with leather string or 
metal chain, a sewn-in interior debossed leather patch, an enlarged and debossed leather pull-tab, and brass or 
pewter medallions that have a sticky underside that adheres to the leather. We will also incorporate into any 
design customer-provided linings, cloth labels, and/or hang tags.
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GENERAL INFORMATION (continued)
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